Discover the BA in Education at Cambridge: choose one of our three exciting new tracks

Education, Psychology and Learning

Education, Policy and International Development

Education, English, Drama and the Arts
Education is one of the most powerful means for change and growth in the modern world. Whether you are interested in the psychology of learning, the sociology and politics of education, or literature and the arts, you can study it on our Education course.

The course at Cambridge is a rigorous and rewarding interdisciplinary degree. You follow one of three tracks, combining in-depth study of a particular field of interest with an examination of wider educational and social issues:

**Education, Psychology and Learning**
The Education, Psychology and Learning track focuses on education from a psychological perspective; exploring human development and education in a variety of social and cultural environments.

**Education, Policy and International Development**
Education, Policy and International Development provides critical perspectives on education's role in social and economic change, and on approaches to addressing educational inequalities globally.

**Education, English, Drama and the Arts**
Education, English, Drama and the Arts combines the study of English Literature, or Drama and English Literature, with key issues in Education, such as debates around creativity, learning and culture.

Standard entry requirements: A*AA (or equivalent).

Information about subject entry requirements can be found on College websites. Please see our website for a list of Colleges that offer the Education course: [www.educ.cam.ac.uk](http://www.educ.cam.ac.uk)

Please specify in your Supplementary Application Questionnaire (SAQ) which track you are interested in studying.

Apply now
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